Management Styles in Writing
MODULE CODE

LE3003
[BAM-IBAM Level 3: Module 2: for Home and
International students]

MODULE CREDIT

20 credits

STAFF RESPONSIBLE
PRE-REQUISITES

Completion of the 2 related Level 2 BAM/IBAM
Modules

LEARNING OUTCOMES
The students will be introduced to a variety of models of discourse analysis.
This will enable them to evaluate the effectiveness of business discourse from
a variety of perspectives. Students will also be made aware of the factors and
processes involved in writing business texts and actively supported in
developing their own writing skills.
By the end of this module, students will be able to:
• analyse business discourse at macro and micro level;
• make principled decisions as to the suitability of given techniques of
analysis for different purposes;
• manage the issues surrounding the application of models to genuine data;
• make use of this knowledge when producing their own business texts.
• investigate theoretical as well as practical perspectives on a range of
workplace genres;
• demonstrate awareness of the complexities of the writing process and
relate this process to their workplace experiences;
• critically analyse the various mediums and formats involved in workplace
writing;
• explore the internet for goal-oriented communication, research, and
publication;
• apply the knowledge to the production of written texts both independently
and collaboratively;
• identify and discuss ethical issues concerning writing in the workplace.

INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS
The module is designed to help students to become aware of the role played
by written discourse within a business context, and to develop the skills
necessary to design and create a wide range of appropriate and effective
business documents for different audiences and purposes.

CORPORATE CONNECTIONS
The module is concerned with the development of students receiving and
creating business documents in an International context. This is done by the
medium of practical exercises based on authentic examples of written
business communication.

CONTENT
The module will cover the following areas:
1. Genre Analysis
• Identification of genres
• Structural analysis of genres
• Purposive analysis of genres
• Interaction with genre conventions
• Business communications as speech acts
2. Relationships: Ideas and People
• Analysis of clause relations
(expression of clause relationships such as cause / consequence)
• Analysis of identity management
(Projection of social roles into business discourse: writer and
addressee)
3. Analysis of face work and politeness
• Concept of illocutionary force
• Techniques of hedging, emphasis, attenuation, mitigation
4. Socio-cultural perspectives of writing in the workplace
• Considerations of intertextuality
• Social Construction of knowledge
• Ethics and Communication
• Power and status
5. Issues of authorship
• Multiple authorship
• Institutional vs. individual documents
• Hierarchy issues in the construction of writing
• Collaborative Writing
6. Awareness of computer-mediated communication
• one-to-one interaction
• interaction on many-to-many electronic discussion forums
7. Writing processes in the workplace
• Preparatory stages for the writing process
• Drafting
• Peer review / feedback
• Self-questioning
• Editing
• Transition between academic and non-academic writing
8. Research methods for workplace writing

METHODS OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
Teaching will take the form of interactive lectures and workshops, including
both individual and group work. Students will be encouraged to carry out their
own analysis of texts and discuss their findings with the group. Active
participation will be encouraged throughout, and students will be given ample
opportunity to develop their own writing skills.
Lectures and workshops
Workshop preparation and reading
Research, preparation and written analysis
Research, preparation and writing tasks
Research, preparation and on-line project
Total learning hours

40 hours
60 hours
50 hours
30 hours
20 hours
200 hours

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT
Analysis of a business language text from one of the perspectives covered on
the course.
50%
[4-5000 words; to be submitted by Friday at 12 noon at the end of week 24]
Portfolio of a range of writing tasks
30%
[3 tasks, 1000 words for each; to be submitted by Friday at 12 noon at the end
of week 12]

Production of an on-line project

20%

[content and format to be agreed with tutor in weeks 4-5; project to be
submitted by Friday at 12 noon at the end of week 18]
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